
ERCISES

Practice by Example

Example 1

.(page 301)

Example 2
(page 302)

Example 3
(pages 302-303)

D opply your Skills

B 303-305 Exercises

0x + 5; linear binomial
'3x + 5; linear binomial

m2+7m-g;
uadratic trinomial

The function/(-r) = 0.0009033xa - 0.05rg3x3 + 0.g5gx2 - 3.g99x + 38.86 is an
approximate model for a quartic function.

To estimate gold production in 19gg, you can use the Table option of a graphing
calculator to find that/(13) = 61.96.\ccording to the model, abofi 62iittion troy
ounces ofgold were produced in 19gg.

Undef$fandiltg @Use the quartic modet in Example 3 to estimate r%.n.fft.,ir; T#?:
pobiective

Assignment 0uide

@ @ Core 1-12,24aa,
33-58

Q Extension 50

write each polynomiar in standard form. Then classify it by degree and by number
of terms. 1-12. See margin.

3.2m2-3+7m
6,5a2+3a3+1.

9.6x3 - x3

12. xz - x4 + 2x2

ffi Find a cubic model for each set of values. 1g_17. See back of book.ffi
13. (-2, -7),(-L0), (0, 1), (r,2),(2,s) 14. (0, _r2),(1, 10), (2,4),(3,42)
ls. (-1,2.s), (0,1), (1, Ls),(2,13) t6. (_3,sr),(_2,84), (_1, e3), (0,100)

17. Vital Statistics The data at the right
indicate that the life expectancy for
residents of the United States has been
increasing. Recall that in Chapter 3 you
found a linear model for this data set.
a. Find a quadratic model for the data set.
b. Find a cubic model for the data set.
c. Graph each model. Compare the

quadratic and cubic models to determine
which one is a better flt.

ffi Find a cubic model for each function. Then usew your model to estimate the value of y when r = 17.

L7x+3x+5
4.-x3+x4+x
t. -x"

L0,7x3 - I0x3 + x3

For more

2,5 - 3x

5, -4p + 3p + 2p2

8.3 + I2xa

Ll.4x+5x2+8

see fxfra Practice.

18. (-i, -3), (0,0), (1, -1), (2,0)

20. G0,s00), (14,588), (16, sr2),(20,0)

life Expectancy (years)

1970 67.1 74.7

1980 70.0 77.4

1990 7I.8 78.8

2000 73.2 80.2

2070 74.5 81.3
)ouRcE: u.5, tsureau of the Census,
Go to www.PHSchool.com for a
data update.
Web Code: agg-2041

18-23. See back of book.

le. (10, 0), (11, 72r), (t2, 258), (r3, 507)

21. (r,e|), (10, es), (20,260),(30,365)

24. open-Ended write a third-degree polynomial function. Make a tabre of varues
and a graph. Find the x- and y-intercepts. Check students, work.

4. x4 - x3 + x; quartic
trinomial

5. 2p2 - p; quadratic
binomial

6. 3a3 + Sa2 * l; cubic
trinomial
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7. -x5; quintic monomial

8. 12x4 * 3; quartic binomial
9. 5x3; cubic monomial

10. -2x3; cubic monomial

T/obiective
@ @Core 13-23,3t-32

59

Q Extension 61

Standardized Test prep 62-65

Mixed Review 66-72

Exercise 17 Challenge interested
students to research why the life
expectancies for males and
females differ. lnvite students to
share their findings with the class

Careers
Exercise 17 lnsurance companies
use vital statistics, such as life
expectancies of males and
females, and current age, to
determine the cost of life
insurance.

11. 5x2 + 4x + Bi
quadratic trinomial

12. -xa + 3x3;
quadic binomial

303



Write each polynomial in standard form. Then classify it by degree and by
of terms. 25-30. See margin.

27,7

30.tuL#
31. Packaging Design The diagram at the right shows a

cologne bottle that consists of a cylindrical base and
a hemispherical top.
a. Write an expression for the cylinder's volume.
b. Write an expression for the volume of

the hemispherical top.
c. Write a polynomial to represent the total volume.

32. Writing Explain why cubic functions are useful for
interpolating between known data points. Why are
they often not reliable for extrapolating data? See margin.

Simptify. Classify each result by number of terms. 93-45. See margin p.

25.8x - 4x -t x3

28,2x(3x)

26, az + a3 - 4a4

29, x3(z + x)

47,5x2(6x - 2)

50. (x - 2)3

46-58. See
margin p.305.

l).,x'ct't| xirv ,,,'; :
,b"f+ v /+,^f /h./

[ -r{'
\- r$

nr Oiz 6-l
)th polynomial in
il form- Then classify it
Eeand by number of

+ 2x - x2 2x;degree 1,
f rtonomial

l- 10 - 4x3
> 7* - i0; degree 3,
t tinomial
il * x21zx21
b 12x2: degree 4,

fic binomial

l2 3 5 8

3 2.2 3 7 5

:d a cubic and a
hatic model for the
tsf values.

i?E:: vmin=l.384
D=: - Vmax=g
11 Yscl=l

*0.14401x3 +
B*-s.zzsx+6.62,
{.1319x2 + 1.682x
V
t

li}r model appears to
he better fit? the
IrnoC"t
i

lr9 th" model you
fad in part b, estimate
tue ofywhen x: 12.
l

into groups of
search for

Torts, economics,
topics of interest.

b enter portions of
a graphing calculator
data can be modeled

way by a linear,
cubic polynomial

then record the
tfie models and
ofthe data points

Have students classify
by degree and

Ernrs.

31a. V = 1orr2

6. y = lxrg
c. V =txrs + 1\nr2

Reading Marh
To interpolate means
to estimate a value
inside the range of
known values. To
extrapolate means to
estimate a value
outside the range of
known values.

pages303-305 Exercises

25. x3 * 4x; cubic
binomial

26. -4aa + a3 + a2;
quartic trinomial

27. 7; constant monomial

33. (2c2 + 9) - (3cz - 7)

35. (7x2 * 8r - 5) + (9x2 - 9x)

37. (3a - 2b) + (6b - 2a)

39, (3x2 - 6y - t) + (sxz + t)

34.(-8d3-T+1-4t-a)
36. (5x3 - 6x * 8) - (3x3 - 9r

38. (4x - 5y) - (4x + 7y)

40, (-a2 - 3) - (3a - a2 - 5t

48. (2a - t(; -
sL (x2 + t12

56. (.r + t)(x - t)(x + 2)

58.(s+4G-4G+r)(s-n

*72.2 x 1015

Answers may var1t
Sample: Cubic
represent
the data.
turning points
be unreliable for
extrapolation.

€r

\

4L (7x3 + 9x2 * 8x + 11) - (5rs - Bx - 16)

42. (-I2x3 * 5x - 23) - (4xa + 3t - gx3)

43. (30x3 - 49xz + 7x) + (50x3 - 75 - 60x2)

44. (-3x3 + 7x2 - 8) - (-5r3 + 9x2 - 8x + 19)

45. (3az - ab - 7) + (5a2 + ab + 8) - (-2fi + 3ab - 9)

Find each product. Classify the result by number of terms.

46. x(2x)(4x + t)
4e. b(b - ,2
52. (2x + 5)3 + 1

55. (s + 3)(as - 1)(3s +

57. (2c - 3\(2c + 4)(2c -

SouRcE: fhe World Almanac

304 Chapter 6 Polynomials and polynomial Functions

53. (a - u)2 (a + u1 54. (a - t)a

7)

1)

59. The table shows U.S. energy production for a number of years.
a. Find a linear model, a cubic model, and a quartic model for the

Let 0 represent 1960. See margin p. 305.
b. Graph each model. Compare the three models to determine which
c. Use your answer to part (b) to estimate U.S. energy production in

U.s, Energy production b' see back

28. 6x2; quadratic monomial

29. xa + 2xs;quartic binomial

30. lxs + tx; quintic binomiat

i
I

32.



@ cn"ll.nSe ffi 60. Geometry Usetheformuta v : *(r, * rs + s2)

2.5 x 108 cm3

to flnd the volume of the truncated cone. Express h
your answer in scientiflc notation with the
appropriate number of signiflcant digits.

ffi 61. CriticalThinking Recall that each family of
@ functions has a simplest function called the

parent function.
a. Compare the graphs of y : ,3 an^df : x3 + 4. up 4 unitg

Describe how the graph ofy : x3 + 4 relates to the graph <ify : r:.
b. Compare the graphs of y = *3 and y : 4-r3. Describe how the graph of

! = 4x3 relates to the graph of y : *3. y = 4x3 is more narrow.
c. Identify the parent function among the functions in parts (a) and (b).

Y=x3

El R"rour.",
For additional practice with a
variety of test item formatc
. FCAT Practice, p.357
r FCAT Strategies, p. 352
a FCAT Daily Practice and

Strateg ies Transparencies

Error Prevention
Exercise 64 Tell students to read
carefully. Exercises 52 and 63
compare the degree in each
column. Exercise 64 compares
the leading coefficient to the
constant term.

44. 2f -2x2 + 8x - 27;
polynomial of 4 terms

45. 1Oa2 - 3ab + 10;
trinomial

46. 9xs + *z;binomial

s: 3.8 X i02 cm

-lr=5.6XIU"cm

Multiple Choice

FCAT Format quiz at
www.PHSchool.com

Web Code: aga-0501

Short Response

Column A

the degree of the quadratic
term of a polynomial

the degree of *5x2 + 1 + 2x2,
written in standard form

the leading coefficient of 3x + 1

Column B

the degree of the cubic
term of a polynomial

the degree of x2 - 2x2 + x2 + 4,
written in standard form

the constant term of x3 + 5x2 - 3

30xs - 10x2; binomial

2s3-sa2-2a+5;
polynomial of 4 terms

b3 - 6b2 + 9b; trinomia

f-ox2+12x-8;
polynomial of 4 terms

f + zx2 + 1; trinomial

8x3+60x2+150x
+ 1261' polynomialof
4 terms

a3_a2h_b2a+b3;
polynonrial of 4 terms

a4-4a3+6a2-4a
* 1; polynomialof
5 terms

12s3+61s2+68s-21
polynomial of 4 terms

F+zx2-x-4iv
tpiaemiat \
8c3-26c+12;
trinomial

tL

"a - 212"2 +Q;E
trinomial

0.7166x + 47.61
0.0009365x3
- O.074tr;2x2
+ 2.293x + 41.41

-0.00004789x4
+ 0.004666x3
- O.1647x2
+ 2.980x + 40.78

Compare the boxed quantity in Column A with the boxed quantity in Column B.

Choose the best answer.
A. The quantity in Column A is greater.
B. The quantity in Column B is greater.
C, The two quantities are equal.
D. The relationship cannot be determined from the information given.

62.
B

63.
A

64.
A

55.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

Lesson 5-8

Lesson 5-3

Lesson 4-4

2 + 16;binomial
3 - t3; binomial

-x-5;trinomial

,n.lo o4
l-6 -1" 2 '[; : 

-)] 72

Why is finding the degree of a polynomial simplified when the polynomial
is written in standard form? See back of book.

Use the discriminant to find the number of real solutions.

66.3x2+x-6:0 2 67.5x2-g:0 2' 68.-x2+2-r*g=0
none

69, Giaphf (x) : 3x2 - l.Tlanslate the graph right five units and down two units.
What is the vertex of the new graph? See back of book.

Each matrix represents the vertices of a polygon. Translate each figure 3 units left
and 2 units down: Express your answer as a matrix. 70-72. See back of book.

27
-1 -2

37.a+
38. -'l2y1' mononiial

39. 8x2 - 6y; binomial

4O. -3a + 2;binomial
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2x3+gx2+Sx+27;
polynomial of 4 terms

-4x4 - 3x3 +'sx - s4;
polynomial of 4 terms

Qoxs- 1o9x2+7x-7s;
polynomial of 4 terms

59a. y -
y=

41.

42.

- 6x + 17; trinomial 43.

y=

30r


